
ITINERARY HIGHLIGHTS: 

 
DELICACY CUISINE 

 
HAIKOU QILOU ANCIENT STREET 

 
FUSHAN COFFEE CULTURAL TOWN 
，

 
CHINA HAIHUA ISLAND + OCEAN PARADISE 

Hainan Four Dishes, Oubao Hotel Buffet Dinner, Chilie Fish Head. 

The proud of Hainan, invest hundreds of billions to create a world 
tourism map on the sea, integrating 28 popular tourism in the world and
created a large-scale one stop international tourist and holidays
destination, awaits for you ! 

It has strong ancient Chinese traditional architectural features, imitation
of Western architecture, and architectural and decorative styles of
Nanyang culture, forming a landscape painting. 

Taste the well-known Hainan Fushan coffee in China. After half a century
of researchdevelope and improvement, understand the founder's
contribution and his legendary life, open the first page of Hainan coffee. 

FENG XIAOGANG FILM COMMUNE @ NANYANG STEET 
A Scenic Area based on the movie theme, it truly restores Nanyang-style 
buildings and streets. Wandering here and return to the prosperous days 
of Nanyang. 



 
DAY 03 HAIHUA ISLAND / FUSHAN COFFEE CULTURAL TOWNSHIP / FENG XIAOGANG FILM 

COMMUNE / HAIKOU QILOU ANCIENT STEET (B/L/ -) 

DAY 01 KUALA LUMPUR – HAIKOU / DANZHOU HAIHUA ISLAND (L/ Hotel Buffet D) 

Group depart based on Min.10 adults. 
Tour Leader will be assigned for group 16 adults and above. 
Independant group based on 26 persons and above (Single Supp applies). 

Chengmai Fushan Coffee Cultural Township, takes Fushan coffee culture as a distribution center for tourists,It is a characteristic style town integrating
world coffee planting culture appreciation, coffee trading center, world coffee port, coffee production observation and tasting area, ceramic art production
creative experience area, leisure and entertainment. 
Seasonal Fruit Farm, where you can enjoy the seasonal fruits plucking as you like, purchase at your own expense, and the price is based on weighing.
(seasonal fruits : Tomatoes / Rose Apple in April; Lychees in May and June; Rose Apple & Longan in July, subject to the actual maturity time) Follow by
Mission Hills Huayi Feng Xiaogang Film Commune, is a movie-themed Film Commune consists 6 independent scenic spots: 1942·Youth Scenic Spot,
Nanyang Scenic Spot, Old Beijing Scenic Spot, Beautiful Countryside Stone Mountain Village Scenic Spot, and Filmmaker’s Avenue of Stars. An
Unforgettable movie scenes, a strong nostalgic atmosphere, and lush commercial streets make the entire project a collection of architectural tourism, film
tourism, and commercial tourism are integrated into one. 
Today, we will visit the Nanyang Scenic Spot, which is a collection of 65 Nanyang-style buildings that combine Chinese and foreign architectural styles.
Nanyang Street not only truly restores Nanyang-style buildings and streets, but also recreates the actual commercial scenes and business styles of Nanyang
markets such as martial arts schools, pawn shops, Western clothing shops, medicine shops, herbal tea shops, and bakeries. You may encounter street
performances and on-site filming in the scenic area. Wandering here is like returning to the prosperous period of Nanyang. 
At Haikou, bring you to the typical Qilou food street, an old town of Haikou which retains the architectural style of the arcade, where you can enjoy the
variety of Hainan snacks, seafood, Hainan meehoon, and all kinds of snacks (Dinner Exclude). 

DAY 04 HAIKOU ~ KUALA LUMPUR (B) 
After breakfast, visit Hainan Museum, is a comprehensive modern museum, which has three treasures of the town, belonging to the state-level precious 
cultural relics. Museum of a total of 10 large exhibition hall, sub-"Nan Ming lack Ge", "Outside the fiefs”, “between the immortal" three themes, more than 
1,000 pieces of cultural relics. Thereafter, transfer to Haikou Meilan Int’l Airport, bid farewell with Hainan Island. 

Assemble at KLIA, depart for your pleasant flight to Haikou, the capital of Hainan Province. Meet and greet on arrival, lunch at local restaurant. Then,
drive to Danzhou Haihua Island, a magnificent masterpiece of the world's top 500 Evergrande Group, bringing together hundreds of domestic and
foreign architects. Constructing the world's cultural tourism map, it brings together 28 popular tourism industries in the world, and strives to create a one-
stop international holiday destination integrating theme parks, resort hotels, shopping and food, conferences and exhibitions, coastal
entertainment, and cultural performances. The island is composed of three independent offshore islands, formed the shape as three flowers blooming
in the sea, so it is named "Sea Flower Island". 
Check-in Oubao Hotel & enjoy the buffet dinner. Take a shuttle to Wedding Manor to watch the light show. Free for own leisure or back to hotel. 

DAY 02 HAIHUA ISLAND ORIENTATION TOUR + OCEAN PARADISE wz SHOWS (B) 
Haihua Island Orientation Tour : Oubao Hotel - Int’l Shopping Center - Botanical Gardens – Premium Outlets - Seven Kingdoms Museums - 
Wedding Manor - Ming Qing Food Streets - Tourist Tower - Hilton Twin Hotel - Snow Mountain Water Kingdom – Int’l Entertainment Center - 
Ocean Paradise – Children’s World Water Kingdom – Sports & Fitness Center – Exhibition Center – Int’l Conference Center - Oubao Hotel. 
Ocean Paradise + Shows gathers a variety of marine life from around the world, such as beluga whales, sea lions, penguins, polar bears, and dolphins, 
and displays different species of marine life, allows tourists to have close-distance contact with them. 

Local Gourmet : Hainan 4 dishes, Hotel Buffet Dinner, Chili Fish Head 
Complimentary : Daily 01 bottle of Mineral Water. 

KUL/HAK OD614 0820/1155 (D3)
HAK/KUL OD615 1340/1715 (D6) 

Include : Airport Taxes, 20KG luggage allowance, Tipping for Local Guide & Driver, Group Visa 
Exclude : Meal onboard, 03 meals, Travel Insurance, Single room supplement, Travel Bag, other personal expenses. 

The order of itinerary is subject to the final discretion of local land operator, we reserve right to amend the itinerary due to the unforeseen circumstances without prior notice. 


